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ABSTRACT
Modeling complicated vehicular traffic behavior and analyzing effects on the communication performance of routing
protocols taken by environmental factors have been a challenging task for the past several years. In this paper, we
study the performance of multi-path routing protocol. Then, we investigate both multi-path and single-path routing protocol and analyze characteristics such as network connectivity, vehicle-node density etc. To better understand this phenomenon, we use mobility model with different parameters and evaluate the performance of routing protocols (Ad-hoc
On-Demand Distance Vector and Ad-hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector routing protocols) through NS2 platform. The simulation results show the significance of multi-path on the throughput, loss and average delay of VANETs.
The results of this paper may be used to study designing route protocols and applications of VANET.
Keywords: Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs), Multi-Path, AODV, AOMDV

1. Introduction
Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) as a new type of
ad hoc network has been envisioned for inter-vehicle
communications. With development of VANETs changing from military to civilian use, more and more applications are joined into VANETs. Routing losing makes the
routing unreliable and instable, especially multimedia
technology applied to VANETs. [1] has shown that in
this type of network, the vehicles are the mobile nodes of
the network. Vehicles can inform other vehicles of hazardous road conditions, traffic congestion, or sudden
stops; furthermore, commercial services (e.g., data exchange, infotainment, rear-seat multiplayer games) can
create an incentive for faster adoption of VANETs technology.
VANETs have mobility characteristics that distinguish
them from the other MANETs. They have very high
speed and limited degrees of freedom in vehicle nodes
movement patterns. So VANETs have a highly dynamic
topology due to the fast motions of vehicles. Further, the
nodes do not have power constraints due to their access
to the electrical system of the vehicle, which means energy of VANETs nodes is supplied by vehicles, and it is
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not limited resource [2]. The main aim of traditional
routing protocols in VANETs is to discover a single path
from source node to destination node. Because these
routing protocols use a single path, they do not fully use
a route discovery information. While in VANETs the
mobility of nodes can easily lead to broken links, and a
new round of route discovery will bring more delay and
overhead [3]. Multi-path routing is defined between the
source node and destination node creates multiple transmission paths, and allows nodes to choose how to use
these paths [4,5]. Source mode to the destination node
has multi-paths, making the routing protocol to better
adapt to VANETs dynamics, topology and unpredictable
characteristics [6].
Since all the vehicle nodes have routing function in
VANETs, there exist multi-path from the source to the
destination, so it is more suitable to adopt multi-path
routing protocol. On the other hand, using multi-path
routing can efficiently enhance network bandwidth, fairly
utilize network resources and prolong network lifetime.
So in this paper we introduce multi-path routing protocol
in VANETs, which could build multi-path between
source and destination nodes during route discovery. We
compare performance of single path and multi-path protocols under one special mobility model with different
value of environmental factors. This paper chooses a
WET
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widely-used network simulator NS2, fixing bugs and
incorporating assumptions for fair comparisons into the
implementations of different routing protocols and the
simulator itself.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II we discuss the system model. Section III shows simulation
scenarios and parameters. Section VI evaluates the performance of routing protocols. The paper concludes in
Section V.
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2.1.3. Non-Disjoint Multi-Path
Non-disjoint multi-path refers to path that has shared
nodes and common links. Shown in Figure 3, S-N1-N3N4-N5-D, S-N2-N3-N4-N6-D are non-disjoint routes,
N3-N4 is the common link.
Non-disjoint multi-path takes up less resources compared with disjoint multi-path, because it has both shared
link and nodes. At the some network density, route search
is much easier for non-disjoint, cause binding of route
search for disjoint multi-path is much stronger. But it is
precisely because non-disjoint multi-path has shared link
and nodes, makes its fault tolerance worse. In the three
types of routing, fault tolerance of node disjoint multipath is the strongest, then link disjoint multi-path, and
non-disjoint is the worst. If the shared node interrupted
due to mobile and other reasons, in the link disjoint
multi-path, the paths contain the shared node will all failed,
while in node disjoint multi-path, it will not produce a
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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Figure 2. Link disjoint multi-path.
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2.1. Multi-Path Type Selection

2.1.2. Link Disjoint Multi-Path
Link disjoint multi-path refers to the path is not shared
between the link, but may have common nodes. Shown
in Figure 2, the path between source node S and destination node D (S-N1-N3-N4-D, S-N2-N3-N5-D) are the
link disjoint routes, and the node N3 is the common
node.

N4

Figure 1. Node disjoint multi-path.

In this section, we review some research works on multipath analyze multi-path routing protocol and adopt routing protocol AOMDV [7] in VANETs. Then we will introduce the works on the following three parts.

2.1.1. Node Disjoint Multi-Path
Node disjoint multi-path routing is also known as completely unrelated routing, the path that is not shared between the nodes or links. Shown in Figure 1, the roads
between the source node S and destination node D (SN1-N2-D, S-N3-N4-D) are node disjoint routes.
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2. System Model

Multi-path can be divided into three categories based on
the relevance of the node: node disjoint multi-path, linkdisjoint multi-path and non-disjoint multi-path.
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Figure 3. Non-disjoint multi-path.

chain reaction due to the independence of the link. Usually in the network with relatively large density, use the
node disjoint multi-path routing. We use link disjoint
multi-path routing in the network with relatively sparse
density, and do not use non-disjoint.

2.2. Multi-Path Routing Protocols Analysis
Multi-path routing is defined to provide multi-path for
any pair of nodes, and allows the host node or application
to choose how to use these paths. Multi-path routing algorithm provides multi-path, and ensure the data path
through the path to the destination. The literature [8,9]
theoretically proved that the on-demand multi-path has a
longer survival time, more reliable path routing information, a good performance, and reduce some congestion.
So in recent years, multi-path has gained much attention.
Currently, the study of multi-path routing protocol
mainly focuses on two aspects, DSR and AODV routing
protocol improvements. Then the study based on DSR
and AODV multi-path routing protocol provides a basis
for improving traditional single path routing protocol in
VANETs [10,11].
AOMDV is based on the AODV routing protocol and
extends the AODV, each route discovery can make
multi-path between source and destination nodes, and
ensure that these paths do not cross and no ring. Compared with other on-demand multi-path routing protocol,
AOMDV has three new features: First, the cost of node
collaboration is low; Second, do not use source routing
strategy, ensure multiple alternative paths do not cross by
WET
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distributed computing; Third, AOMDV use as much as
possible already existing alternative path information,
calculate alternative paths based on AODV minimum
overhead. Compared with AODV, AOMDV did not use
any special routing control packets, the only additional
cost is RREQ packet, RERP packet and the additional
fields used in RRER packet.

2.3. The Integration of Multi-Path and VANETs
Multi-path routing is supposed to reduce the end-to-end
packet delay and increase the packet delivery ratio.
Therefore, it can also improve the packet delivery ratio in
VANETs when the mobility of relaying vehicles is unknown. In VANETs multi-path routing need to find out
the node-disjoint path between the given source and destination nodes S and D. For single path, we choose
shortest path between the source and the destination. As
the distance increases, the end-to-end packet delivery
ratio quickly drops, and the delay increases. Therefore,
the shortest path achieves the best performance in terms
of delay. The S-D distance is defined as the hop count of
the shortest path between the source and destination
nodes. The intriguing question is whether the node-disjoint multi-path routing really helps. In this paper, we
examine the performance of node-disjoint multi-path
routing in VANETs.
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basic and simple model of transmission that provides a
simplified computation environment. The size of the
packets is equal to 1000B. The transport protocol is UDP,
due to the mobility of vehicles, a large area should be
defined. The scene is shown in Figure 4.

4. Simulation Results Analysis
In this section, we present some numerical results regarding the analysis in this paper, together with simulation results, to confirm the accuracy of the analysis.
First, we present the simulation results for AODV and
AOMDV routing protocols under 40 vehicle-nodes situation. As we can see in Figure 5 that two kinds of routing
protocols have similar characteristics, with the vehicle-node speed increased the network throughput decreased. But we can find that vehicle-node speed has
little effect on network throughput when use AOMDV
Table 1. The parameters of simulation.
Simulation area (m2)

1000*1000

Simulation time (s)

800

Number of nodes

40, 80

Inter-vehicle distance(m)

27

Data Type

CBR

3. Simulation Scenarios and Parameters

Packet size (bytes)

1000

Communication between vehicles is frequently mentioned as a target for ad hoc routing protocols, there have
previously been not many studies on how the specific
movement patterns of vehicles may influence the protocol performance and applicability [12-14]. Typically the
behavior of routing protocols for VANET is analyzed
based on the assumption that the nodes in the network
follow the random waypoint mobility model. In this
model each node randomly selects a waypoint in the
simulation and moves from its current location to the
waypoint with a random but constant speed.
In this paper, we assume vehicular environments of
urban area, in order to have an accurate evaluation of
such condition, the mobility model is adapted to the road
linear characteristics. Thus the performance of routing
protocol is simulated reasonably and the conclusion has
some value in the simulation and practical application of
VANET. The parameters of simulation are shown in Table 1.
This paper considers the opposite moving direction of
vehicles on the road, and there are 10 vehicles on one
road in each direction. The inter-vehicle distance (IVD)
is 27m which corresponds to the expected security distance related to the legal limitation speeds of 50km/h.
This paper uses shadow propagation model which is the

MAC protocol
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Figure 4. Mobile scenarios.
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Figure 5. Simulation with 40 vehicle nodes.

Figure 6. Simulation with 80 vehicle nodes.

routing protocol. Besides we compare vehicle-node speed
= 10 m/s, 20 m/s, 30 m/s these three situations, we find
that the performance gets worse with the vehicle-node
speed increased. This is due to the possibility of failed
route path increases with vehicle-node speed increased.
So adopting AOMDV routing protocol in VANETs could
fit different values of vehicle-node speed better, and the
performance of vehicle network throughput is more
stable.
Next, we present the results for AODV and AOMDV
routing protocols under 80 vehicle-nodes situation in
Figure 6. Also we can see that the performance of vehicle network throughput gets worse as the vehicle-node
speed increased. Compared with Figure 5, the throughput of network is obviously reduced. With the vehiclenode density increased, the performance of network has a
corresponding decline. But AOMDV performs better
than AODV in both throughput and stability.
Then we simulate packet loss rate and average delay in
both AODV and AOMDV routing protocol under different vehicle-node density. From Tables 2-5, we can see
that in vehicular Ad hoc Network packet loss rate and
average end to end delay can substantially reduce when
using AOMDV routing protocol.

Table 2. Loss with 40 vehicle nodes.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have evaluated the performance of
AOMDV routing protocol in vehicular Ad hoc Network
using NS-2. AODV and AOMDV separately represent
single path and multi-path routing protocols. We bring
multi-path routing protocol in VANETs, and analyze the
performance of single and multi-path routing protocols
by measuring throughput, packet loss rate and average
end to end delay. The results obtained show that the
multi-path (node disjoint) has the ability to provide satisfactory packet loss rate and average end to end delay.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Speed (m/s)

10

20

30

AODV

40.53%

40.66%

42.67%

AOMDV

20.73%

21.43%

21.43%

Table 3. Loss with 80 vehicle nodes.
Speed (m/s)

10

20

30

AODV

18.64%

18.04%

21.36%

AOMDV

6.39%

6.85%

8.78%

Table 4. Average end to end delay with 40 vehicle nodes.
Speed (m/s)

10

20

30

AODV (s)

0.080507

0.102453

0.038062

AOMDV (s)

0.011946

0.027289

0.006398

Table 5. Average end to end delay with 80 vehicle nodes.
Speed (m/s)

10

20

30

AODV (s)

0.248203

0.162907

0.032375

AOMDV (s)

0.028180

0.010789

0.025905

This paper just simulated the scene of crossroad, considered vehicle node speed and density. The results of this
paper may be used to study the performance of different
routing algorithms, throughput, or packet loss rate in
VANETs.
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